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CONTRACT CONDITIONS
Obligatory for the participants in CJOP educational programmes

A/ an applicant interested in studies at CJOP
1/ must be at least 16 years old;
2/ has to pay by bank transfer tuition, registration or other fees stated in the Letter of
Acceptance;
3/ coming from non-EU countries must have temporary residence permit in the Slovak Republic;
4/ has to respect the laws of the Slovak Republic as well as inner CJOP regulations.

B/ Contract Relation – conclusion
An applicant confirms his/her approval with the Contract Conditions by sending the enrolment form.
A contract relation between the applicant and CJOP is concluded by his/her accepting the Contract
Conditions as well as doing payment of the fees specified in the Letter of Acceptance to the CJOP
account.
The stated tuition fee is valid for the group of at least 7 students. In case of a smaller number of
students the tuition is stated ad hoc.

C/ Contract Relation – Cancelation
1/ The contract relation is cancelled while the participant from abroad:
a/ does not obtain the temporary residence permit in the Slovak Republic and cannot arrive to
Slovakia.
b/ cannot arrive to Slovakia due to serious health, family or other reasons.
Upon these circumstances CJOP will refund the participant the amount of money already paid
reduced by bank charges (it does not concern the non-refundable registration fee).
2/ While cancelling the contract relation (all participants from SR, EU, non-EU) for the following
reasons:
a/ leave the studies;
b/ expelling from studies;
c/ individual premature completing studies
there is no refund of the paid amount of money.
3/ Joining the study programme with delay presents no reason for refund of the tuition fee, or its part.

D/ Cancelling the lessons – tailor-made one-to-one programme
The client of the individual tailor-made programme could cancel the lesson by informing the teacher
minimum 24 hours before the planned term of the lesson. In this case the lesson will be realized in a
new term. If the cancelation is not done in the stated time, the lesson will be not replaced and the fee
will be not refunded to the client.
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